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Abstract: Dunhuang documents have a history of more than one hundred year since they were discovered. This paper has made a
overview for the research findings of Dunhuang documents with respect to medical literatures since the discovery of Dunhuang documents,
and meanwhile pointed out the defects of as well as made a prospect of studies on Dunhung medical documents.
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systematically edited and organized as well as studied with
1. Research findings

Dunhuang medical documents considered as the theme and various

Various Dunhuang documents have been considerably studied

corresponding research literatures publicized. All these contribute to

as the Dunhung treasure was found one hundred year ago. The

a profound study of Dunhuang medical documents. Scholars have

Dunhung medical documents served as the technology literatures

created a new prospect of the systematical research of Dunhuang

have enjoyed a widespread attention of scholars who devote

medical documents by following upon the heels of such seniors as

themselves to the study on Dunhuang medical documents.

Ma Jixing. Two aspects of Dunhuang medical documents have been

Domestically, a distinct line for collation and research of Dunhuang

studied on the academic circle. The one is the study of literature

medical documents is 1980s. Before 1980s, the collation of

itself, and the second is intended to explore the phenomena of

Dunhuang medical documents was at early stage with a small

language and character reflected by Dunhuang medical documents.

number of individual studies. Dunhuang medical documents are

The next section is to briefly introduce these aspects respectively.

scattered around the world as they had been looted by a few foreign
explorers soon after discovered. A few studies on Dunhuang medical

1.1 It is the introduction of the study on Dunhuang medical
documents themselves

documents were made mainly by copying, editing and printing, and

The fruits of this field are manifested in the searching of

inscription due to their small amount publicly available. Scholars

Dunhuang medical documents and the corresponding introduction

have followed and studied on the Dunhuang medical documents out

and transcription as well as simple notes.

of the sensitivity of academic cognition as soon as a bit Dunhuang

Ma Jixing is the first person who has collected and organized as

medical documents were publicized. The important individual

well as studied Dunhuang medical documents in a systematical

studies on Dunhuang medical documents at this stage are illustrated

manner. He wrote a book, Check and Interpretation of Dunhuang

as follows: The Inscription of Remains of Meteria Medica for

Ancient Medical Books (published by Jiangxi Science and

Dietotherapy, written by Tang Lan, (Appendix of Dunhuang Shi Shi

Technology Publishing House), in 1998. This is the first academic

Sui Jin, 1924), Remains of Meteria Medica for Dietotherapy, written

monograph that has systematically organized and studied Dunhuang

by Wang Guowei, (Appendix of Dunhuang Shi Shi Sui Jin, 1924),

ancient medical books in an all-round way in our Chinese medicine

The collation of Remains of Ben Cao Ji Zhu Xu Lu of the Dunhuang

literature, which serves as the pioneer for the systematical and

Shi Shi Liu Chao Xie Ben, written by Fan Xingzhun (Fan Xingzhun,

comprehensive study of Duanhuang medical documents. Six aspects

1937), Remains of Shang Han Lun·Bian Mai Fa Related to the

have been introduced and descried in detail and at length, including

Dunhuang Shi Shi Jiu Cang，written by Chen Keji(Ren Min Bao Jian,

source, preservation, organization and study of Dunhuang medical

1960), Investigation of Remains of existing Tang Ben Cao, written by

manuscripts, and the features of bibliography of, historical

Shang Zhijun(Harbin traditional Chinese medicine,1960) and

investigation and academic value of manuscripts. 83 types of ancient

Studies of the Remains of Jiu Fa Tu of Writed and Drew by people of

Dunhuang medical manuscripts have been sorted out into such 11

Tang Dynasty ,written by Ma Jixing (Wen Wu, 1964).

categories as medical classics and five internal organs and the full

It is after the 1980s that Dunhuang medical documents have

content of every paper transcribed by means of definition, annotation,

entered a stage of systematic collation and all-around research.

transcription and addition of feeds and notes. A brief explanation and

Studies on Dunhuang medical documents are in a time of boom with

description to language and character used in the Dunhuang medical

the increasingly growing number of monographies which have been

documents has also been made. It is commented that this book boasts
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for its extensive contents and abundant materials and precise and

correction of rare classics (details can be referred to the preface of

detailed verification and that it is an excellent reference book for the

this book). 111 types of Dunhuang medical documents have been

researchers who are engaged in ancient medical literatures (China

recorded in “Check and Interpretation of Dunhuang Ancient Medical

News of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 1987).

Books” (some individual remains of medical books and two types of

Edition and Proofreading of Dunhuang Medical Documents,

documents of drug price unearthed in Turpan are included). It can be

written by Ma Jixing et al. (publicized by Jiangsu Classics

considered as the supplement or the second edition of the Check and

Publishing house) has recorded more than 80 books of existing

Interpretation of Dunhuang Ancient Medical Books, as their

Duanhuang medical documents both at home and abroad. The

classification, layout and contents of this book are similar with each

preface of book consists of such five aspects as organization and

other.

study of Dunhuang medical documents, bibliographic characteristics,

The Quintessence of Dunhuang Medicine---Proofreading and

historical investigation and academic value of Dunhuang medical

Interpretation of Dunhuang Reminds of Medical Anthology,

documents. It has divided all types of medical literatures into four

compiled by Zhao Jianxiong, publicized by Guizhou People’s

categories such as classics of medical diagnostic method, classics of

Publishing House in 1988, is constituted by 17 volumes with 7

medicine and medical books, classics of acupuncture therapy and

volumes of medical manuscripts selected from Duanhuang medical

other classics of medicines (with medical historical resources

documents, 4 volumes of Compendium of Materia Medica and 4

attached). Each chapter of books is composed of explanation to the

volumes of Medical Prescription. The layout of book is divided into

title, article and annotation. As to the explanation to title, it has

four parts including the original, annotations, corrections and notes.

investigated the existing situations of manuscripts, the source of

It mainly consists of Dunhuang medical documents and handed

version, main content and the times for the first appearance of books

down medical books with a few annotations. It is noticeable that the

and copies. The explanation to article has written with modern

records in the book tend to be isolated with the original or have some

prevailing traditional Chinese and punctuation mark with vertical

errors or are similar with handed down literatures by and large.

columns. But more valuable is that it has taken the word

Cong Chunyu’s Dunhuang Complete Works of Chinese

arrangement of the original into consideration for the first time

Medicine and Pharmacology (publicized by Publishing House of

compared with similar research.

Ancient Chinese Medical Books in 1994) has recorded 88 volumes

Ma Jixin’s Research on Unearthed Lost Ancient Medical Books

of Duanhuang ancient medical books which have been organized to

(publicized by Publishing House of Ancient Chinese Medical Books)

be compiled into 102 volumes of independent ancient medical books

has extensively collected national medical literatures and cultural

according to the contents of the medical manuscripts. All new

relics unearthed and scattered before Qin and Han Dynasty with

independent books have been described from 7 parts including label,

Duanhuang medical documents included. It has also introduced the

title, outline, the original, determination, annotation and note. It

situations of unearthed literatures and cultural relics and described

emphasizes both on existing research fruits and investigation

their contents and scattered conditions, literature value and their

combined with clinical practices.
Wang

meanings for Chinese medicine treasure house.

Shumin

wrote

the

Shadowgraphs,

notes

and

Check and Interpretation of Chines Unearthed Ancient Medical

Commentaries of British Collected Duhuang Medical literature

Books (published by Shanghai Science and Technology Press, 2015),

published by people’s Medical Publishing House in 2012, where the

the latest book of Ma Jixin, consists of three volumes including Vol.

word “Zhu” refers to the notes and the word “Shu” means

1, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3. The first volume is the summary of the source,

commentaries. This book is comprised of such two parts as chapters

research, collection, literature feature and academic value of

of shadowgraphs and commentaries. It has four features that it is the

unearthed ancient medical books. The Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 have

first one which includes 150 color high definition copies, that it

respectively transcribed and studied the Dunhuang ancient medical

makes composition for 11 remains of Dunhuang medical documents,

books, Wuwei medical bamboo literature in Han dynasty and

that it has transcribed and corrected the written manuscripts again

medical books unearthed in Han tomb at Mawangdui. The printed

and that it has added commentaries for medical literatures (all details

unearthed

in

can be referred to the Preface). 29 types of British collection of

corresponding parts of Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 for transcription and

Dunhaung medical documents have been recorded in the chapter of

research. The contents are composed of such four parts as the

commentaries and have been divided into five categories including

summary and demonstration of academic achievements, the repair

classics of medical diagnostic methods, Chinese herbal, moxibustion

and restoration of historical literatures, the annotation and

methods and medical methods. The combination of color high

explanation of general ideas of literatures and the supplement and

definition picture with annotation of British collection of Dunhuang

literature

shadowgraphs

have

been

attached
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medical documents is a significant originality that reminds scholars

definition, exploration and combination of these manuscripts have

of Dunhuang medical documents of trying to make use of original

studied in it and five new types of combination relationship between

color pictures when making research so that some unnecessary errors

Dunhaung medical manuscripts have also been published in this

can be avoided through reading original color photos. The correction

article.

quality of book has further improved and is loyal to the original

Ma Anya has searched and checked the information about

compared with those of other books as it is corrected and recorded in

Dunhuang documents by himself by taking advantage of his

accordance with the original color photos of Dunhuang documents.

language and identity. As a result, in his master thesis (Nanjing

The author also has brought out new thinking of difficult questions

University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 2010), Collected Studies

in the Dunhuang medical documents.

on the Dunhuang Medical Manuscripts, it has not only corrected

Chen Zengyue’s Revision and Demonstration of Dunhuang

many a error related to the basic information of Dunhuang

Ancient Medical Books published by Guangdong Science and

documents in the existing studies, including such aspects as volume

Technology Press in 2008 has focused on two aspects based on the

number, relationships among fragments of literatures and forms and

previous research. Firstly it has rechecked and reexamined the

formulation of literatures but also explored the nature of Dunhuang

original and made up some deficiencies and corrected some errors.

manuscripts recorded in previous studies.

Secondly, the use of convergence and annotation methods makes
various versions and different opinions be reflected as they are (all

1.2 Studies on the language and character in the Dunhuang
medical documents

these can be referred to the reference). The emphasis of book is on

Recently years, there are a great number of mater thesis which

the organization and annotation of language and character compared

have taken Dunhaung medical documents as materials for their

with those of other books, contributing to the innovation and harvest

thesis to study the language and character of these literatures,

now and then. However, the shortage of correction with reference to

including Qiao Xin’s The Study of Medical Terms in Dunhuang

the original Dunhuang medical documents is one of deficiencies for

Medical Volumes (Southwestern University, 2011), Qian Tingting’s A

this book as the so-called recheck and reexamination of the original

Study of Difficult Characters in the French Collection of Dunhuang

has in fact only make a comparison among several records of

Medical Manuscripts (Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine,

organized books.

2012), Sun Zhaojie’s The Study of Common Chinese Character in

Explanations of Russian Collection of Dunhuang Medical

Dunhuang Chinese Medical Literature (Guangzhou University of

Documents, written by Li Yingcun, Li Jingang and Shi Zhenggang,

Chinese Medicine, 2012 ), Zhu Ruoling’s The Study on difficult

(Published by Technology of Gan Su Publishing Press in 2008), is

understanding Characters in British Collection of Dunhuang

the first book which has systematically collected and organized

Medical Manuscripts (Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine,

Russian collection of Dunhuang medical documents. It consists of

2014). Shen Pengnong’s A Research into Character Usage in

eight chapters. The first is the introduction of the source and

Ancient Classics on Traditional Chinese Medicine (Academy Press,

preservation and study status as well as academic values of Russian

2007) has included various terms related to Dunhuang medical

collection of Dunhuang medical documents. The rest of chapters

documents although it is not a book designed to make a research on

have recorded 31 types of explanations of literatures related to the

the Dunhuang medical documents. The author has made a profound

medicine, consisting of medical theories, diagnostic methods,

exploration to the character usage in ancient classics with Dunhuang

medical prescriptions, acupuncture, medical knowledge obtained

medical documents included by means of language and character

from the remains of books and penmanship of Chinese private

methods based on his many years of experience, intensive academic

school, Confucian medicine and remained books concerned and the

knowledge. It is a high-level monograph with excellent insights and

divination books related to diseases respectively.

a wide range of innovations.

Yuan Renzhi’s doctoral dissertation of Collation of Dunhuang

Apart from these publications, there are many individual

Turban Medical Scrolls and A Documental Research on it (Nanjing

research

University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 2010) has re-corrected

documents from various perspectives. They won’t covered in here.

manuscripts that have studied Dunhuang

medical

for parts of Dunhuang Turpan Medical Scrolls and made the first
corrections and records for parts of Russia and Japanese collection of

2. Shortages and expectations

medical manuscript. It also has illustrated the errors made by

Although academic circle has made great achievements on the

previous personnels during the correction of Dunhuang medical

organization and research of Dunhuang medical documents, a great

volumes. Such issues related to literatures as the advert and spread as

deal of problems related to the correction of and character research

well as constitution of Dunhuang medical volumes in Turban and the

on Dunhuang medical documents remain to be solved. It is as a
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result of the unique nature of Dunhuang medical documents.

medical documents of scholars are reflected as the following two

Dunhuang medical documents, which belongs to the technology

aspects. The one is that scholars have made relatively many errors

literature, has professional and industrial features. As a result,

when correcting the Dunhuang medical documents due to some

scholars studying language and character have hardly devoted

reasons. The other is that scholars have no enough competence to

themselves to it. Most scholars committed to the organization and

address difficult understanding characters which are spread over

study of Dunhuang medical documents are those with Chinese

Dunhuang documents, making these complicated problems unsolved

medical literatures or Chinese medical history background since a

as yet.

phase of systematical organization of and well-round research on

The rapid development of discipline of Chinese common

Dunhuang medical documents was developed in 1980s. Therefore,

characters enjoyed in recent 30 years has witnessed a fruit of

scholars of Chinese traditional specialties endowed with advantaged

academic achievements with high quality. Scholars have summarized

conditions have made great achievements in the study on Dunhuang

a wind range of effective methods for the research of difficult

medical documents from the perspective of their profession.

understanding common characters. As a result, the study on texts of

However, on the other hand, “specialty” is a double-edged sword. As

Dunhuang medical documents will be further developed if scholars

scholars have already worked on certain a specialty, it means these

are able to make a profound study on difficult understanding

scholars are of little chance to have a profound understanding of

characters and correction of Dunhuang medical documents by

other specialties. It is well known that scholars have been shocked

making use of new achievements and methods of discipline of

by the fact that Dunhuang medical documents are the sink of

language and character based on the full absorption of existing

Chinese common character and full of the corruption of common

findings made by Chinese medical scholars.

character. The deficiency of correction of the original of Dunhuang

